Morphological alternatives are given on lines of their own; syntactic ambiguity is shown as the occurrence of several syntactic tags (here: &MV = main verb; &NH = nominal head; &>N = premodifier). Disambiguation is carried out with hand-coded contextual constraints. Here is a sample parse in tabular format: .
On the basis of light syntactic tags and morphology, identification of basic linguistic entities, e.g. nominal phrases, is possible. Identifying relations between the entities requires more information. Tapanainen and Järvinen (1997) give examples of indexing rules whereby functional dependencies between words can be introduced. In the best case, a successful grammar gives a complete dependency structure; in practice many sentences receive only partial dependencies (e.g. due to gaps in the grammar or structural peculiarities in the sentence). A dependency grammar was written for Swedish. The goal of the present grammar is to show the main nominal arguments as well as relations between clauses. The functional description of adverb phrases and prepositional phrases (e.g. agent, source, goal, benefactive, time) remains to be described in a future version.
Swedish FDG
Here is a sample parse for a newspaper sentence (`One puts up really high goals that trainers and skiiers are forced to live with.'): Note in passing that the topicalised object vad is described correctly as such; as shown by Tapanainen and Järvinen, the present formalism is suitable for the description of non-projective phenomena as well, which are problematic for several other frameworks (e.g. Link Grammar).
An informal evaluation
The Swedish FDG parser (a development version from 30. 4. 2001) was tested against newspaper articles (6149 words, 406 sentences, 2.-3. 5. 2001) from Hufvudstadsbladet and Dagens Nyheter. To allow some degree of comparison to another system (Tapanainen and Järvinen 1997) , the parser's ability to identify the heads of subjects (S), objects (O) and subject complements (SC) and to link them to their proper regents (main verbs) was measured in terms of precision (the ratio obtained desired analyses / all obtained analyses * 100) and recall (the ratio obtained desired analyses / all desired analyses * 100).
This evaluation was carried out by examining the (visual) output of the parser, so some correct and incorrect or partial analyses may have remained undetected. I believe even this evaluation gives a reasonably realistic picture of the system's ability to identify these categories. Here are the results (Tapanainen and Järvinen's corresponding results are given in parentheses):
The Swedish parser seems to be less `prudent' than the English one; there are more complete dependencies (i.e. every word gets a regent in the sentence) in the analyses. This probably shows in the higher recall of the Swedish system. Maybe contrary to expectations, also the precision of the Swedish system appears to be higher, though with a smaller margin (with the exception of SC). Of course, one should interpret this comparison with a grain of salt: the evaluation methodology was somewhat informal in both experiments; the functional categories may contain some slight differences; and the texts and languages are not quite identical, either.
Another way of looking at the parser's ability to analyse these main nominal FDs is to compare the number of sentences with S/O/SC to sentences with completely correct S/O/SC analyses. In this data, there were 371 sentences with at least one S or O or SC; of these sentences, 291 (78%) received a faultless analysis as far as functional dependency analysis of S/O/SC goes; each of the remaining 80 sentences contained at least one incomplete or incorrect S/O/SC analysis.
Technical information
The Swedish FDG parser is fast: on a fast PC with Linux, it analyses well over a thousand words per second. The Swedish Lite parser is about 2.5 times faster than FDG.
Both systems, like Conexor's analysers for other languages (English, French, German, Spanish, Finnish) are available for Linux, Sun Solaris, WIN/NT (COM) and Java.
The Swedish parsers become testable on-line at http://www.conexor.fi during the summer of 2001.
